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Software-defined networking is an emerging method for providing flexible and 

scalable network connectivity in both intra- and inter-datacenter interconnects 

with regard to various requirements, including traffic-awareness, quality of 

service, energy efficiency, and renewable-power intermittency. This article 

investigates issues and solutions for software-defined planning of virtual 

slices that involves multiple virtual machines with interdependent constraints 

spanning a network of distributed datacenters. A flexible and optimized virtual-

slice assignment that considers server consolidation and multipath forwarding 

can address large-scale cloud computing services.

C loud computing is widely recog-
nized as the key engine of next-
generation Internet applications, 

which are characterized by mega-scale 
volumes of data. Today, large online ser-
vice providers such as Google and Face-
book routinely use datacenters for data 
warehousing, Internet search, and high-
performance computing. Cloud host-
ing in datacenters is a rapidly growing 
industry that plays a crucial role in the 
future information and communications 
technology (ICT) sector. Modern data-
centers deploy virtualization techniques 
to increase operational efficiency and 
enable dynamic resource provisioning in 
response to changing application needs.

In terms of network control, today’s 
vertically integrated networking systems 
use a distributed control plane to manage 

each device and interface independently —  
that is, device by device.1 Adding to this 
siloed architecture is a complex array of 
network protocols that creates unaccept-
able vendor lock-in. Bringing such legacy 
architecture to the cloud — which contains 
huge numbers of devices, subnetworks,  
multitenancy, and virtual machines (VMs) —  
presents scalability issues, exposing the 
architectural limits of networking sys-
tems and protocols. In addition, most cur-
rent datacenter traffic consists of flows 
between adjacent servers, which is a very 
different traffic pattern from that in tradi-
tional networks.

To address these problems, research-
ers have proposed extensions to rout-
ing protocols and operational practices 
that prevent transient anomalies during 
changes. However, these solutions are 
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limited to specific protocols (such as the Border 
Gateway Protocol and Open Shortest Path First) 
and properties (for instance, loops and black 
holes), and they increase system complexity.1

To support a larger, global consumer base, 
cloud infrastructure providers (that is, infra-
structure as a service, or IaaS, providers) have 
established datacenters in multiple geographi-
cal locations to equally distribute loads, pro-
vide redundancy, and ensure reliability in case 
of site failures. For example, Google and Ama-
zon have several datacenters in the US, Europe, 
and Asia. Combining siloed, multitenant intra-
datacenter interconnects with a highly distrib-
uted, ultra-speed inter-datacenter interconnect 
imposes new challenges for network planning, 
especially considering the massive increase 
in data traffic, flexible connectivity, and cost 
optimization.

Here, we examine these challenges and pres-
ent a solution based on network virtualiza-
tion that utilizes software-defined networking 
(SDN) — in particular, the OpenFlow framework.

Network Virtualization
Highly scalable, flexible, and reliable intra- and 
inter-datacenter interconnects designed with 
energy efficiency and cost optimization are an 
emerging requirement for next-generation cloud 
computing architecture. One key challenge is 
how to alter network topologies and routing 
schemes dynamically and flexibly according 
to traffic requirements and the capacity of the 
underlying physical infrastructure. In particu-
lar, datacenter networks might implement con-
solidation and “follow the sun” algorithms (for 

example, workload follows the time of day) to 
allocate or relocate VMs within a datacenter or 
across multiple nodes.2 This results in various 
virtual datacenter network topologies, causing 
link capacity and energy consumption to vary 
as well.

Datacenter network virtualization is a prom-
ising solution to address these problems. By 
creating multiple virtual networks on top of a 
shared physical network infrastructure, virtu-
alization separates logical networks from the 
underlying physical network, leading to aggre-
gated traffic and reduced energy consumption. 
In terms of computing resources, VM consoli-
dation is widely recognized as an approach 
to avoid over-provisioning physical servers. 
Although recent ultra-low-power techniques 
can decrease idle server power consumption,3 
consolidation is still required to maximize 
server utilization. 

Here, we investigate the virtual flow assign-
ment problem for VM networks, which results in 
flexible and dynamic data forwarding schemes in 
both intra- and inter-datacenter interconnects. 
Our approach maps user requirements — in terms 
of virtual compute and network resources — onto 
physical infrastructure. Although prior work has 
addressed this problem, we must consider new 
challenges in the context of cloud computing, in 
which server consolidation and multipath for-
warding are enabled. Moreover, software-defined 
networking (SDN) provides a unique opportunity 
to effectively implement solutions. The Open-
Flow framework,4 in particular, lets us program 
network functions and  protocols by decoupling 
the data plane and the control plane, allowing 

Related Work in Virtual Slice Assignment for Datacenters

Recent research in the field has made significant 
achievements in optimal virtual machine (VM) 

placement in datacenters with traffic-aware features,1 
and virtual network (both node and link mapping) 
embedding.2 In particular, an implementation and deploy-
ment in the GENI network automatically coschedules 
and provisions heterogeneous networked resources.3 
Prior research and implementation models have pre-
sented VM consolidation algorithms in networks of data-
centers (see http://greenstarnetwork.com). However, 
a problem combining virtual network mapping and VM 
consolidation has yet to be investigated. Moreover, no 
prior research has  considered multipath  forwarding in 

intra-datacenter interconnects, and scheduled forward-
ing in inter-datacenter interconnects.
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intelligent, user-controlled switching and rout-
ing service provisioning. This is the cornerstone 
for building a cloud management framework 
that implements our proposed solutions. We’ve 
implemented and deployed our software-defined 
solution in the GreenStar Network (GSN; http://
greenstarnetwork.com) and Green Telco Cloud 
projects.

Background on Datacenter 
Interconnects
Today, most intra-datacenter interconnects are 
switch-centric, based on commodity switches for 
the datacenter fabric. The network is usually a 
canonical fat-tree two- or three-tier architecture 
(see Figure 1), consisting of dense, high-speed, 
and nonblocking switches placed in a hierarchal 
manner. The blade servers are accommodated in 
racks and connected through a top-of-the-rack 
(ToR) switch, typically using 1-Gbps links. These 
ToR switches are further interconnected through 
10-Gbyte aggregate switches that are in turn 
connected to 10-Gbps or 100-Gbps core switches. 

Because switch-centric architecture limits the 
overall network bisection bandwidth, research-
ers have proposed server-centric architectures 
that combine switches and servers (such as the 
B-cube topology5) so that servers act as not only 
end hosts but also relay nodes for multihop com-
munications. Furthermore, to face increased 
communication bandwidth demand and data-
center power consumption, new interconnec-
tion schemes use optical technology to provide 
high throughput, reduced latency, and low power 
consumption.6

To colocate datacenters with customers, make 
them tolerant to catastrophic failures, and reduce 
latency, energy, and personnel costs, online 
 service providers have built networks of distrib-
uted datacenters to host cloud platforms in mul-
tiple locations across the globe. Although links 
are basically peer-to-peer, the biggest challenge 
faced when interconnecting these datacenters is 
synchronization, resulting in massive amounts 
of backup and replication data sent through the 
inter-datacenter network. Recent research reports 

Figure 1. Intra- and inter-datacenter interconnect architectures. Dense wavelength division 
multiplexing (DWDM) and virtual private LAN services (VPLSs) are two technologies that can  
be used alternately to connect datacenters.
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that Web-scale cloud providers can transfer 
 petabytes of internal traffic daily between their 
datacenter networks,7 thus doubling or tripling 
bandwidth requirements over the next few years.

Traditional solutions for dealing with this 
problem include periodically expanding net-
work capacity, which is expensive and unsus-
tainable, or using data manipulation techniques, 
such as compression and caching, which have 
technological limits and might always lag the 
growing rate of traffic requirements. Advanced 
services, such as Google’s Effingo, have thus 
arisen to support large-scale copying and repli-
cation between datacenters.8 The key feature is 
to scale and sustain very high traffic throughput 
using distributed scheduling decisions on con-
strained resources with multipoint topological 
efficiency, high availability, and scalability. This 
is enabled by a store-and-forward mechanism in 
which data transit through one or more locations 
before being forwarded to the destination when 
restrictions no longer exist on network usage.8 
To schedule data transfers at the best time, such 
services might also consider network-related 
information such as local peaks.

The Case for a Virtual Slice
Virtual networks are increasingly used in new 
datacenters, enabling providers to partition avail-
able resources and share them among differ-
ent users. Moreover, providers are increasingly 
deploying cloud services across multiple infra-
structure providers, creating a new class of cloud 
federation techniques. One major task to federate 
the cloud is stitching different pieces of virtual-
ized resources from geographically distributed 
network substrates into a single connected con-
figuration. For example, the Global Environment 
for Network Innovations (GENI) has implemented 
three proposed approaches to connect data-
centers9: hop-by-hop stitching, in which each 
 datacenter negotiates locally with its neighbors; 
centralized stitching, in which a central entity 
negotiates with all datacenters to set up a net-
work; and coordinated stitching, which combines 
the first two approaches.

Based on network virtualization paradigms, 
SDN offers a new way to divide, or slice, network 
resources so that researchers and network admin-
istrators can use them in parallel. Network slicing 
implies that actions in one slice don’t negatively 
affect other slices, even if they share the same 
underlying physical hardware. Virtual LANs, a 

traditional slicing technique, let network admin-
istrators partition the network via switch ports 
and map all traffic to the VLAN by input port or 
explicit tag. However, VLAN techniques depend 
heavily on routing and forwarding protocols, 
and VLANs aren’t easily configured. Network 
elements connecting to a VLAN aren’t easily 
transported to a new location. This imposes limi-
tations on cloud services, which are scalable and 
mobile. More importantly, VLAN is a network-
centric technique that doesn’t consider comput-
ing resources, such as servers and VMs.

In the cloud computing context, a virtual slice 
is composed of several VMs linked via dedicated 
flows. This definition addresses both computing 
and network resources involved in a slice, pro-
viding users with the means to flexibly program, 
manage, and control their cloud services.

The GSN Testbed
The GSN is a typical testbed for cloud mobil-
ity on a global scale; it’s based on a “follow the 
wind, follow the sun” algorithm.2 All GSN serv-
ers are virtualized by hypervisors, and users 
rent computing power through VMs. The net-
work slice service lets users actively create and 
manage their VM networks. Providers such as 
Amazon offer a similar concept called a virtual 
 private cloud (VPC; http://aws.amazon.com/vpc). 
However, links in a VPC are fixed when it’s cre-
ated, whereas a slice in the GSN is scalable and 
flexible thanks to an SDN architecture that uses 
OpenFlow technology.

In most clouds in the market, the hypervisor 
links VMs directly to the server’s physical net-
work interface controller (NIC), which then con-
nects to a physical switch in the datacenter. In 
contrast, each server in the GSN has a built-in 
virtual smart switch (called a vSwitch); VMs con-
nect to their vSwitch before the physical switch. 
A vSwitch isolates or groups VMs running on a 
server according to users’ demand. An OpenFlow 
controller running on a dedicated VM handles 
the entire network’s control plane. It controls 
the vSwitch’s flow tables in such a way that all 
VMs belonging to a user slice are put in a VLAN, 
which might span multiple vSwitches. Users con-
figure their slices through a Web-based graphi-
cal interface (http://greenstarnetwork.com) that 
translates and then relays user requests to the 
controller through the GSN cloud middleware. 
When a VM moves around servers, the controller 
dynamically reconfigures vSwitches so that the 
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VM network slice remains unchanged.  Virtual 
routers can configure dynamic tunnels when 
VMs move between datacenters. Flow classifi-
cation algorithms let the controller provide dif-
ferent quality-of-service (QoS) levels to different 
user categories.

OpenFlow-based virtual slice networking has 
several advantages for cloud computing services 
deployed in a network of distributed datacenters. 
First, it simplifies path definition in a network. 
Rather than defining a new header containing a 
label, OpenFlow lets network operators define a 
“flow” with an arbitrary combination of header 
fields. Second, it enables a variety of actions. In 
addition to regular packet output actions, packet 
copy, packet discard, header modifications, and 
other actions can be indicated. Finally, it exhib-
its flexible behavior. OpenFlow switches can 
be reactive so that new flow table entries are 
dynamically created when a switch encounters 
an undefined flow. Moreover, OpenFlow switches 
can be proactive so that flow table entries are set 
in advance of packet arrivals.

Virtual Slice Assignment Problem
Allocating a slice of virtual resources with its 
specific performance requirements onto physical 
datacenter infrastructure is challenging, especially 
when new datacenter interconnects and software-
defined capabilities are taken into account. In this 
section, we will review new requirements and 
propose a solution for the problem.

Motivation
Large-scale applications, such as telecommuni-
cations, often have stringent QoS, availability, 
and reliability requirements. Virtualizing these 
applications and deploying them in a cloud 
environment presents resource allocation prob-
lems — in particular, how to allocate network 
resources when traffic increases. Figures 2a and 
2b show an experiment carried out on a telco 
cloud (in this case, a cloud environment hosting 
telecommunications applications developed by 
Ericsson), where a virtual IP multimedia sub-
system (IMS) is deployed on two identical VMs 
and stressed with 600 calls (SIP registration 
messages). The VMs are hosted on two blade 
servers in our Green Telco Cloud testbed and 
linked via a 10-Gbps backplane. One VM han-
dles the virtual IMS’s call session control func-
tions (CSCF) component, and the other runs the 
home subscriber server (HSS) component.

As shown, CPU consumption increases rapidly 
in the HSS when the system is stressed because of 
database lookup requests. Traffic between the two 
VMs also increases quickly, whereas the memory 
requirement remains stable. This suggests that 
an appropriate strategy to deal with this sudden 
increase in service requests would be to dynami-
cally scale up the processing capacity of the VM 
hosting the HSS, and the flow between the two 
VMs. The VM hosting the CSCFs can remain intact.

The experiment shows a correlation between 
the two VMs in terms of CPU, memory, and net-
work requirements during a service request. So, 
mapping a slice of these two VMs onto a cloud’s 
physical infrastructure requires computing all 
needed processing and network resources, as well 
as interdependence between the VMs. We must 
also consider the capacity of intercloud links, 
especially when store-and-forward mechanisms 
are deployed. For example, the synchronization 
of the distributed HSSs can be scheduled accord-
ing to the intercloud scheduling algorithm. Also, 
the intracloud interconnect architecture must 
be involved in the mapping decisions. Figure 2c 
illustrates assigning a virtual slice into a B-cube 
(server-centric) datacenter architecture, in which 
all physical links are 1 Gbps, and virtual flows 
among VMs are 2 Gbps each. The figure shows a 
possible mapping: VM1 to Host 1, VM2 to Host 
6, VM3 to Host 6, and the virtual flow VM1–VM3 
to two physical links H1-S1.0–H5-S0.1-H6 and 
H1-S0.0–H2-S1.1-H6. We assume in Figure 2c  
that each host has four CPUs, and each VM 
requires two CPUs’ processing power. The pro-
posed mapping consolidates VM2 and VM3 in 
Host 6; thus communications between these two 
VMs don’t consume network bandwidth.

Assumptions
Because switches often operate at a constant level 
regardless of conveyed traffic, we reduce energy 
consumption from links, assuming that an adap-
tive link rate mechanism is available. Our goal is 
to minimize the energy that a user slice of VMs 
consumes. Thus, idle servers aren’t turned off, 
but their resources are used for other applications 
running competitively on the cloud. In addition, 
isolation is also an issue when multiple slices 
are hosted on the same infrastructure. Our solu-
tion addresses traffic interference by deploying 
OpenFlow-enabled virtual switches directly on 
physical servers, where switch ports are assigned 
to different user slices based on OpenFlow tables.
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Formal Problem Definition
The virtual slice assignment problem recurs to a 
set of flow and node assignment problems in an 
undirected graph. Unlike the traditional substrate 
network mapping problem, virtual slice assign-
ment puts a new computing power constraint 
on a set of nodes in the graph (for instance, the 
set of hosts). Given an objective function, such 
as minimizing the power consumption of links, 
switches, and hosts, the  problem will result in 

an optimal virtual network of VMs allocated on 
physical hosts distributed across a datacenter net-
work. This will satisfy the resource requirements 
of VMs and the flows between them. Note  that 
we don’t address VM relocation (migration) here.

Considering an objective function that mini-
mizes energy consumption in the cloud, we for-
mulate the problem of virtual slice assignment as 
follows. Given an undirected graph G(V, E), V is 
the set of vertices and E ∈ V × V is the set of 

Figure 2. Telco cloud experiment: CPU, memory consumption, and traffic between (a) the call session control function 
(CSCF) components of a virtual open IP multimedia subsystem (IMS), and (b) the home subscriber server (HSS) 
components of a virtual open IMS; and (c) a virtual slice assignment into a B-cube intracloud interconnect.
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edges. V = H ∪ S, in which H is the set of hosts, 
and S is the set of switches (including the data-
center gateway switches). Each host i has avail-
able capacity (CPU and memory) Ci = {Cik} and 
consumes an amount of energy pi for a resource 
allocation (in terms of memory and CPU). Each 
edge (i, j) ∈ E represents a communication link 
between two nodes i and j, which are hosts or 
switches. The available bandwidth capacity of an 
edge is denoted by c(i, j) (c(i, i) = ∞). The band-
width capacity between two datacenter gateways 
(i, j) isn’t a fixed value, but is rather a function 
representing the intercloud scheduling algorithm. 
We calculate it from the normalized diurnal peri-
odicity patterns (T(t mod 24)), the over-provi-
sioning level (O) of the link type (peripheral or 
core), and the nominal c(i, j) of the link.8

Let p(i, j) refer to energy consumed on the 
physical link when sending a bit from node i to 
node j and vice versa. Consider that a virtual slice 
contains N VMs. Each VM j has requirements in 
terms of CPU and memory Cj = {Cjk}. We can cal-
culate a VM’s power consumption from its require-
ments and the power consumption of the host.2 
M virtual flows link these VMs. We denote a flow 
between each pair of VMs in N hosts by Fm (sm, tm, 
dm), in which sm and tm are, respectively, the source 
and destination hosts of the mth flow, sm, tm ∈ N; 
and dm is the demanded bandwidth of the flow. D 
is the number of datacenters in the network; each 
datacenter d ∈ D is accessible through a gateway 
gd, which is considered a special node. 

Given that any external request must go 
through the gateway to a VM, we model exter-
nal traffic to a slice by N flows from the gate-
way to N VMs of the slice. If no external traffic 
goes to the kth VM, the kth flow’s demanded 
bandwidth is 0. The slice thus contains M ′ = 
M + D × N flows, in which M is the number of 
flows among VMs, and D × N is the number of 
flows from the gateways to the VMs in the slice.

The problem is therefore to determine a set of 
edges E′ ∈ E linking VMs in the slice, thus satisfying 
the traffic demand, CPU, and memory requirements, 
and minimizing the slice’s total power consumption 
(the total power consumption of links and VMs). We 
use two matrixes X, Y to represent the results:
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Equation 3 defines the objective function 
that is the virtual slice’s energy consumption. 
Equations 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 state the problem’s 
constraints. Equation 4 states that the total 
bandwidth allocated for M ′ flows on any link 
(i, j) doesn’t exceed the available bandwidth 
capacity of (i, j). Equation 5 states the demand 
satisfaction constraint — that is, for any flow, 
the outgoing traffic at the source or the incom-
ing traffic at the destination is equal to the 
flow’s demand. Equation 6 states that for any 
intermediate node of a flow, the incoming 
traffic is equal to the outgoing traffic. Equa-
tions 7 and 8 state the constraints of comput-
ing resources for two ends of a flow (that is, 
the total requirements of allocated VMs can’t 
exceed a server’s available CPU and memory 
capacity).

Solution
This problem is NP-hard, and has been solved 
in polynomial time using mixed linear program-
ming formulation.10 However, the calculation 
time is often high because a cloud has many 
servers. So, before applying the algorithm,10 we 
propose a three-step heuristic based on knowl-
edge about intra- and intercloud interconnects 
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to reduce the computing space. Figure 3 presents 
the proposed algorithm’s pseudocode.

We apply the heuristic as follows:

•	 Step 1. Server consolidation involves lines 1 and 
2 of the algorithm. The VMs are first consoli-
dated on datacenters with the lowest amount of 
energy consumed per resource allocation.11 The 
number of virtual flows between VMs is reduced 
after this step because of VM consolidation.

•	 Step 2. Multipath maximization includes lines 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the algorithm. Node 
assignment starts with those leaf nodes that 
have the largest number of links and band-
width capacity. This strategy helps increase 
the successful assignment rate because it 
reduces the number of critical flows (those 
with a low chance of being accommodated).

•	 Step 3. Local privilege is embedded in line 1 
of the algorithm. We maximize the number of 
VMs assigned to a datacenter to reduce the 
flows going through the intercloud network.

Given that the complexity of the DFS algorithm 
is O(E), the proposed algorithm’s complexity is 
O(M × E).

Experimental Evaluation
We implemented our proposed solution in the 
cloud middleware developed for the GSN and 
the Green Telco Cloud (http://greenstarnetwork.
com). In experimental simulations, we evaluated 
network power consumption with regard to the 
requirements of an experimental application called 

 GeoChronos.12 This infrastructure enables the 
Earth observation community to share data and 
scientific applications, and collaborate effectively. 
The application runs on a multiprocessor clustered 
system with 48 total cores.

Figure 4a shows GeoChronos’s architecture, 
which is composed of six components, includ-
ing gateways, and application, compute, and 
database servers. When being virtualized, each 
component can be hosted by a VM. Six internal 
flows link these components. The GSN’s back-
bone network, used for intercloud communica-
tions, includes five nodes located in Canada’s 
provinces; the energy consumed by a bit of data 
flowing between the two datacenter gateways is 
available elsewhere.2 The datacenters are con-
nected respectively using tree and fat-tree archi-
tectures. Table 1 provides the simulation con-
figuration. The energy consumption of servers, 
VMs, and network equipment is also available in 
our prior work.2

All datacenters are tree-based in the first 
experiment, and fat-tree-based in the second. 
Figures 4b and 4c compare the proposed solu-
tion and the coordinated node and link mapping 
method (that is, R-ViNE10) when we assign the 
Geochronos slice in the cloud network in two 
respective experiments. In both the tree and fat-
tree architectures, the proposed solution achieves 
better performance than the coordinated map-
ping method in terms of energy consumption 
for slice allocation because it incorporates all 
network- and computing-related information 
to make an optimal decision, especially with 

Figure 3. Algorithm for allocating a virtual slice.

1. Run a Best-Fit Decreasing algorithm11 to map and consolidate VMs onto servers in datacenters, 

2. Remove �ows between VMs hosted by the same server. 
3. For each �ow m in the list of �ows do
4. Determine the location of sm (source node) and tm (destination node) of m.  

5. If sm and tm are located in the same data center, go to line 6; otherwise go to line 7.  

6. Run a Depth First Search (DFS) algorithm to select intermediate switches. The algorithm is
executed starting from sm. At each intermediate switch, try to allocate the link with the largest  
available bandwidth possible. If the sum of all links’ bandwidth does not meet constraint 5,
backtrack to the previous switch. This step loops until either tm or sm is reached. If the algorithm
returns back to sm, the problem is unsolvable.

7. Sort inter-datacenter links in descending order of available bandwidth, and then execute line 6
with tm as the gateway gsm of the source node sm. 

8. Determine the gateway gsm of the destination node tm. Execute line 6 with gsm and tm.

starting from servers with the lowest energy consumption.  
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respect to VM consolidation and flow multipath 
supports.

We also observed the following:

•	 During the night time, when datacenters are 
synchronized, the slice’s power consumption 
increases as a result of heavy traffic in the 
core network. 

•	 A slice’s power consumption is lowest when 
it’s hosted entirely at a datacenter. In other 
words, inter-datacenter network equipment 
consumes a large part of the slice’s total 
energy consumption.

•	 Computation time is on the order of minutes 
for a network of 13 nodes and a few hundred 
servers.

Figure 4. Simulations. (a) The GeoChronos architecture is composed of six components including application, compute, and database 
servers, and its virtual slice. We compare our proposed solution and the coordinated node and link mapping method (R-ViNE10) 
when we assign the Geochronos slice in the cloud network via two experiments with (b) tree and (c) fat-tree architectures.
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S olving the virtual slice assignment problem 
we present is essential to building an opti-

mization cloud-network-planning framework 
that considers computing, network, and storage 
resources. Solving the problem helps apply soft-
ware-defined paradigms to cloud environments 
effectively — in particular, for resource alloca-
tion and service deployment. Our future work 
will address the environmental impacts of virtual 
slice allocation. 
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Table 1. Simulation configuration.

Simulation parameter Description

Server CPu capacity 48 cores/server

Server memory 32 Gbytes/server

Intra-datacenter link capacity (Ethernet) 1 Gbps/link

Inter-datacenter link capacity 10 Gbps/link

Intra-datacenter link energy consumption (Ethernet) 10 W/link

Inter-datacenter link energy consumption See reference 2

Virtual machine (VM) CPu requirement 2 cores/VM

VM memory requirement 4 Gbytes/VM

VM flow bandwidth requirement 100 Mbps/flow
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